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西トップ寺院の装飾石材






























Many decorative stones are observed in Western 
Prasat Top. We conduct the study on these stone 
materials in the light of art history. 
Outside of the laterite lines surrounding the 
temple area, there are a number of arranged and 
scattered stone materials, including decorative 
stones and sculptures of seated Buddha and Naga. 
These materials were parts of pediments for the 
Central, North and South Towers. They were set out 
at the present location by French researchers from 
EFEO in the 1920s, when they made a clearance and 
survey at the site. We recovered a fragment of lintel 
made by pink sandstone from the scattered stones. 
Images of Kala and Indra with Airavata were 
portrayed on the lintel. Comparing it with the 
pictures taken by EFEO, it is identified as the lintel 
of the northern entrance of the Central Tower. This 
finding has an implication for understanding the 
history of the site. We are trying to recover and 
reveal the original forms and positions of each 
material through the investigation. 
   
仏陀坐像と供養者の浮彫がほどこされた石材
Sculpture of seated Buddha and a commemorator
発見された紅色砂岩製リンテル
A fragment of lintel made by pink sandstone
遺跡の外側に並べられた装飾石材
Decorative stone materials arranged outside
the site  
